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Stress analysis of non-conventional composite pipes
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Abstract

In this study stress and failure analyses of polygonal-shaped composite pipes have been performed; five different shapes of circular,
triangular, rectangular, pentagonal and hexagonal pipes are considered. The variation of peak hoop stress over different corner fillet
radii, fiber orientation under internal pressure, and torsion loading have been investigated. Failure analysis methods utilized maximum
principal stress and Tsai–Wu criteria.
� 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In this study pipe with the following cross-sectional pro-
files (Fig. 1) have been analyzed: (1) circular; (2) rectangu-
lar; (3) triangular; (4) pentagonal; and (5) hexagonal.

The reason for this particular selection of cross-sectional
shapes is to increase the scope of applicability for piping
solutions when space is limited. Special consideration has
been given to pipe bundles, i.e. multiple pipes that can be
clustered to fit into a standard square or circular profile
(Fig. 2). In this manner four triangle-shaped pipes or two
rectangle-shaped pipes can be clustered into a square pro-
file and two semi-circular pipes can be clustered into a cir-
cular profile. This allows for multi-use piping in a
commercial sector where versatility translates into cost
savings.

The principal obstacle to filament-winding pipes of
unconventional cross-sectional shape is the impracticality
of winding large flat faces. Convex structures are ideal
for winding because the tension and winding angle of the
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fiber is kept relatively constant by the uniformly convex
shape of the mandrel onto which the fibers are drawn. In
order to institute the same level of confidence in winding
pipes with flat faces the kinematics for rotating bodies
which possess the profiles seen in Fig. 1 must be evaluated
and the filament-winding process must be mechanically or
computationally controlled to overcome the hindrances
inherent with winding flat-faced structures.
2. Theoretical analysis

2.1. Circular pipe under internal pressure

The functional design of a composite pipe is based on
the working fluid, temperature, and internal pressure. The
design factors, which those conditions influence, are the
resin (matrix), reinforcing material (fiber), and wall thick-
ness of the pipe. The functional design of a composite pipe
is well established for a pipe having a circular or conven-
tional cross-sectional profile. The stress–strain distribution
is easily derived from the simple geometry and applicable
material properties; optimization is possible from this
information.

The stresses in a thin-walled composite pipe (Fig. 3) can
be derived if the internal pressure is known [1].
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Fig. 4. Torsion in a thin pipe.
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rr¼r1
¼ 0

rh¼h1
¼ r0p
ðr1 � r0Þ

ð1Þ

rz¼z1
¼ r0p

2ðr1 � r0Þ
Of course, these equations are well established for conven-
tional pipes made with isotropic materials (i.e., material
having two-independent constants); but the pipes in this
study are anisotropic (i.e., material having 21-independent
constants) and both conventional and unconventional.

For circular-shaped pipes, the optimum winding pattern
can be found using the following equations:

f ¼ rP
t

sin2 h

f1 ¼ f sin2 h ð2Þ
f2 ¼ f cos2 h
where f is the wall stress in the wound direction, f1 is the
hoop (circumferential) stress, f2 is the longitudinal (axial)
stress, r is the mean radius of the pipe, t is the laminate
thickness, P is the burst internal pressure, and h is the
winding angle.

The optimum winding angle for a circular pipe can be
deduced from the equations in (2) as follows:

f1 ¼ 2f 2 ð3Þ
Therefore, for internal pressure loading only, h = 54.74�
(all angles are taken with respect to the longitudinal axis
of the pipe/mandrel). An alternative angle or combinations
of angles in different layers will optimize the design for var-
iant loading conditions.

2.2. Torsion in rectangular pipe

An approximate solution of the torsional problem for
thin pipes can easily be obtained by using the membrane
analogy [2]. The following formula for calculating shearing
stresses in a rectangular pipe as shown in Fig. 4 was derived
by Bredt [2],

s ¼ M t=2Ad ð4Þ
where s is torsion shear stress, Mt is torque, A is cross-sec-
tional area and d is thickness.

2.3. Numerical analysis

Finite element method (FEM) is used to evaluate the
performance of the developed non-conventional pipes
under pressure loading and torsion loading. The finite ele-
ment models of those geometries (circular, triangular, rect-
angular, pentagonal and hexagonal) have been created and
analyzed by authors’ written ANSYS input files. Thickness
and length of each model are 6.35 mm and 152.4 mm,
respectively. The periphery at the mid-thickness of all mod-
els is 479 mm. Both ends of the models are fixed in all
degrees of freedom. The distributed internal applied pres-
sure for all cases is 689.5 kPa. The material properties are
as follows: Ehoop = 15.2 GPa, Eaxial = 9.7 GPa, Gxy =
9.7 GPa, Poisson ratio’s = 0.4, density = 1.7 g/cm3. The
finite element model of a triangular shape pipe with bound-
ary condition is shown in Fig. 5 and the applied internal
pressure is shown in Fig. 6. The fiber orientation at differ-
ent layers is shown in Fig. 7. To find a suitable element



Fig. 5. Finite element model of triangular shape pipe showing both end fixed boundary conditions.

Fig. 6. Typical internal pressure direction in triangular pipe.
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type, three different element types (shell-91, shell-99 and
shell-181) are checked and shell-181 gives reasonably close
results to analytical results. Shell-181 is a four-node ele-
ment well-suited for linear, large rotation, and/or large
strain non-linear applications. The convergence of the
results were checked by changing element size from coarse
to fine and then finest size was used in all cases. For
failure analysis following allowable stress were used for
this material: raxial = 46.75 MPa, rhoop = 140.66 MPa,
sxy = 18 MPa.



Fig. 7. Four layers stacking/orientation in shell-99 elements.
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3. Results and discussion

In filament-winding a number of glass reinforcing
strands are impregnated with resin and are then applied,
under tension, to a mandrel. Repeated passes establish a
Fig. 8. Hoop stress distribution of a triang
layered-construction until the desired wall-thickness is
achieved. The angles at which the glass fibers are oriented
in reference to the axis of the mandrel may vary anywhere
from 0� to 90�. Typical layers exhibit tensile and stiffness
properties nearly 20 times higher in the direction of the
ular shape pipe (fillet radius 12.5 mm).
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fibers than in the direction perpendicular to the fibers. In
this study the effects of fiber orientation, tension and corner
fillet radius has been evaluated.

The effect of fillet radius on peak hoop stress is studied
by changing the fillet radius from 12.5 mm to 50.0 mm. The
hoop stress distributions for triangular-shaped pipes for fil-
let radius 12.5 mm and 50.0 mm are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
Similarly, in other shaped pipes the peak hoop stress have
been investigated. The influence of fillet radius on peak
hoop stress is shown in Fig. 10. As the fillet radius
Fig. 9. Hoop stress distribution of a triang
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Fig. 10. Variation of peak s
increases, the peak hoop stress decreases. With increasing
fillet radius, the corner stress concentration decreases and
stress is distributed to other regions. At fillet radius
50 mm the trend of the peak stress for triangular and
square shape pipe is constant. The optimum fillet radius
may be near to fillet radius 50 mm.

The variation of peak hoop stress with fiber orientation
angle is shown in Fig. 11. The orientation angles used for
four layers are 0�, 45�, 90� and (0�, 45�, 90�, 135�). The
peak stress changes with fiber orientation. The optimum
ular shape pipe (fillet radius 50.0 mm).
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Fig. 11. Variation of peak hoop stress versus fiber orientation angle.
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orientation angle may be between 45� and 60�. In the last
case, four angles for four layers are used and peak stress
decreases comparing to 0�, 90� stacking. But it is still
higher than 45� orientation.

In failure analysis, maximum principal stress and Tsai–
Wu stress theories are used. The applied internal pressure is
increased and the maximum stress and Tsai–Wu failure cri-
teria are checked. When the local stress is equal to maxi-
mum allowable stress, the failure pressure at that
condition is recorded. The initial stress is also applied to
the model. The failure pressure at different initial stress is
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Fig. 12. Failure pressure a
shown in Fig. 12. With initial stress the failure pressure
increases but the amount is not significant.

Figs. 13 and 14 show shear stress distribution for circu-
lar and square pipes, respectively under torsional loading
of 11.3 N m about longitudinal axis. Similarly for other
shapes, the peak shear stress distributions are plotted for
different fillet radius. The comparison of peak shear stress
versus fillet radius for different pipes is shown in Fig. 15.
The peak shear stress for circular pipe is less comparing
to other pipes. This indicates that corner notch has some
effects on shear stress. In other shapes particularly square
40 50 60 70
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Fig. 13. Shear stress distribution of a circular pipe under torsion (11.3 N m) about longitudinal axis (z).

Fig. 14. Shear stress distribution of a square pipe under torsion (11.3 N m) about longitudinal axis (z).
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pipe, the peak shear stress is less than all other pipes except
circular. This may be due to the cross-sectional area varia-
tion. The triangular, square, pentagonal and hexagonal
shapes are found from an inscribed circle of radius
75 mm. Therefore the periphery of the shapes are not equal
and hence the cross-sectional areas are not same. For the
area variation and notch corner the peak shear stress has
been varied. For fillet radius 25.0 mm and 50 mm, the max-
imum peak shear stress is found in triangular pipe. But for
fillet radius of 12.5 mm, the maximum peak shear stress is
found in hexagonal pipe. The combined effect of fillet
radius and variation in areas may be the crucial factor



Table 1
Comparison of analytical and FEM results of torsional shear stress (kPa)

Pipe cross-sections Analytical (kPa) FEM (average) (kPa)

Circular 275.8 344.75
Square 882.56 1034.25
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Fig. 15. Peak shear stress versus fillet radius for different pipes.
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for shear stress variation. The circular and square pipes
have also been analyzed using Eq. (4). The comparison
of analytical and FEM results of shear stress is shown in
Table 1. In FEM analysis the shear stress is found taking
approximate average from the shear stress distribution.
Therefore the variation is quite large.
4. Conclusions

The fillet radius, fiber orientation angle and initial stres-
ses have effects on peak hoop stress. As the fillet radius
increases the peak hoop stress decreases and optimum fillet
radius may be �50 mm for this dimension (150 mm diam-
eter, 304.8 mm length, and 6.35 mm thickness). The opti-
mum fiber orientation lies in-between 50� and 60� angle.
Initial stress has some marginal effects on failure pressure:
i.e., it increases stiffness and consequently increases the fail-
ure pressure. The torsional peak shear stress for circular
pipe is less than other pipes. The corner notch shape has
some effect on shear stress and it increases shear stress.
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